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Abstract- Power control is a very important feature of CDMA
systems nod it dramatically impacts the cellular capacity. The
UTRA-TDD (Universal Terrestrial Radio Interface with time
Division Duplex) adopted for third generation systems is a
hybrid radio interface, which mixes TDMA and CDMA
schemes. Therefore, power control and slot allocation must be
optimised jointly. In this paper, we introduce two slot allocation
methods combined with optimal power control In the fvst
method, we calculate the meau normalized path loss of mobile
stations and try to obtain for each cell an allocation with the
same mean normalized path loss on all time slots. In other way,
we try to obtain the same signal to interference ratio in all cells.
The principle of the second method is to group mobile stations
with close path loss values on the same slot for each cell and
associates a set of high-gain mobile stations of a cell with sets of
low-gsin mobile stations from neighbouring cells in the same
time sloL The second method performs better than the fvst one
and gives very close results to the optimal ones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Universal Terrestrial Radio Interface with Time Division
Duplex (UTRA-TDD) proposed by the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) for urban zones is a hybrid
TD-CDMA system. In Europe, a spectrum of 25 MHz (19001920and 2020-2025 MHz) has been defined to licensed
applications with UTRA-TDD. In each carrier of 5 MHZ, a
10 ms frame of 15 time slots is defined (fig.]). These time
slots can be used for uplink or downlink, with at least one
time slot dedicated to uplink and another one to downlink [I].
The spreading factor used in the uplink ranges from 16 to 1.
In the downlink, spreading factor 16 is used for multiple
parallel physical channels. In this case, up to 16 users may be
served in the same time slot. Spreading factor 1 may be used
for one code transmission with high hit rate [2].
The TDD mode is advantageous for public micro and pic0
cell environments for licensed and unlicensed cordless
applications and it supports data rate of up to 2 Mb/s. In
addition, the TDD mode presents the possibility of using a
dynamic switching point (i.e. boundary between uplink and
downlink physical channels) or multiple switching points
(fig.]). Therefore, the TDD mode is particularly well suited
for environments with high traffic density and indoor
coverage, where applications require high data rates and
tends to create highly asymmetric traffic [3] (e.g. Internet
access).
The resource unit in a TD-CDMA system is a combination
of a code, a time slot and the power dedicated to this couple.
The number of resource units is limited by interference.
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Fig. I . TDMA frame with asymmetric configuration
Therefore, powerful power control and optimum slot
allocation algorithms must be combined to limit interference
and to increase the capacity and QoS of the system.
The QoS of a radio interface is an increasing function of
the bit error rate (BER) that can be derived from the signal to
interference ratio SIR [4]: BER = rerp[-P(NxSIR)], where
N is the processing gain, K and P are encoding and
modulation parameters. Therefore, our objective i s to
optimize SIR for all users.
Several methods have been proposed for channel allocation
in TDMA or FDMA systems [SI. On the other side, optimal
power control has been studied for a pure FDMA system [6]
and may be extended for CDMA systems. However no
contribution (to the knowledge of the authors) considers both
power control and slot allocation in a TD-CDMA system.
This combination is introduced in this contribution.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: in the
next section, we introduce the system model. In section 111,
we derive a mathematical framework for the optimal power
control. Section IV presents two allocation methods
combined with the optimal power control. In section V, we
present three simulations to investigate advantages of each
method. Finally, section VI presents some concluding
remark.
11.

SYSTEM MODEL

A. Notation

The studied system is a synchronized bunched system
[7][8]. A bunch is a centralized cellular system where a
central unit controls a set of remote antenna units. In this
system, all link gains between base stations and mobik
stations are assumed known through intelligent measuring
[91.
In the considered system, N mobile stations are equally
distributed over M cells. lndexes i and k always refer to
mobile stations while indexes j and I refer to base stations.
Furthermore, index j refers to the base station that serves
mobile station i (fig.2). This base station is supposed to be the
most favorable one for the mobile station i (i.e. the base
station with the lowest path loss). The set of base station
indexes is noted I7= { 1, ..., M) and the set of mobile stations
connected to base station j is noted S I . Without loss of
generality, we assume that mobile stations are sorted. Then,
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mobile stations in cell 1. Hence, there is no intersection
betweennand U S j sets.
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To satisfy all mobile stations within a time slot n, the SIR
Let T be the number of time slots used in the downlink and
assume that each mobile station is assigned to one time slot in must satisfy the constraint:
the TDMA frame. The setsj might be divided in subsets
r ; j , , > y . ~ i ~ ~v; j e n , n e {,___,
~ T)
{ S,',n=l, .,., 13, whereS; is the set of mobile stations
connected to base stationj during time slot n.
Where y, is the target SIR within the time slot n. By using
Due to synchronization, time slots between cells are
aligned in time @e. time slot n is same in all cells). Hence, (I), this constraint may be written as:
there is no interference between different time slots. The
-;.n&.j,n>
l+r.
~.Zj,,R.r.+ainR.i,,VisS:.
jcn.
thermal noise is neglected. in addition, we assume that
7.
k".(j]
intracell interference is cancelled by joint detection
algorithms [lO][ll]. Therefore, we do not consider intracell
By adding all inequalities in each cell j and considering
interference in OUT model.
matrix in time slot n, we write:
Every base station j transmits a total powerR,j..within
Z(")&,.<--A."
l+y.
time slot n. This power is distributed among mobile stations
r.
of cell j such that every mobile station i receives
Where:
C,.,,,,= Gj,jai.Ef.j.., whereaj,, is the power portion dedicated
to the mobile i during time slot n and Gj.jis the path gain
(inverse of the path loss) between mobile station i and its
base station j . In the following sections, we use the
normalized path gain Z,, between mobile station i and
neighboring base station I: ZiJ=Gf,~/Gj,j
V i ES; and j , 1 ~ 1 7 .
The signal to interference ratio SIR for a mobile i within
time slot n is given by:
By using total powers transmitted by base stations, we
obtain a square non-negative matrix with a reduced number
of elements. A necessary and sufficient condition for a non-, to this inequality is given by Perron
negative solution A
B. Optimal power control
Frobenius theorem: (l+y.)/yn2L [6][12], wherez is the
In this section, optimal power control model during time
slot n is described. In [6],the author studies a FDMA/FDD largest real eigenvalue of the matrix Zl").Hence, the upper
system, where only one mobile station is served in each cell bound of the signal to interference ratio is y:=l/(,&l). By
within a time slot. In this section, the power control model using this method we can' find the upper bound y: for each
described in [6] is generalized and applied to time slot.
T D - C D W D D system. Therefore, the total power
tmnsmitted by each base station is used instead of the power C. Power conrrol andslor allocarion
transmitted to each mobile.
in this section, power control and slot allocation are
combined to profit at most from the flexibility of the TDMA
system. Our objective is to guarantee for all users an
acceptable SIR. So, all upper boundy: must be larger than
the desired SIR on all time slots n. Therefore, the minimum
upper bound ye= in 7: must be maximized (i.e. the
"$....Ti

maximum eigen value A'=

Figure 2. Link between mobile station i and base stationj
and interference of the base station
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Note that the T matrixes Z(")
the slot allocation of mobile stations in the system. Different
distributions of mobile stations give different sets of matrix
ZG1.Therefore, our problem is to find the partition of mobile
SI,
....S'} that maximizes y*
stations into T time slots
(Le. a set of Tmatrixes2('),2(2),... ,Z @ ) ) .
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111.

DEVELOPED
METHOD FOR OPTIMAL PARTITION

A simple solution to find the optimal partition is to study
all possible partitions. However, the number of possible cases
increases exponentially with the number of mobile stations.
We assume that the N mobile stations are equally spread
into all Mcells and all Ttime slots. Therefore, in each cell the
total number of mobile stations is N/M and the number of
possible partitions in one cell is given by:

As we have M cells with a fixed number of mobile stations,
the total number of possible panitions is (npc)'. In the other
hand, the same chosen partitions distributed in different ways
over time slots gives the same interference situation. These
repeated cases must be eliminated. Therefore, the total
number of possible panitions to investigate in the exhaustive
method is: np =[ ( n p ~ ) ~ ] , T
This number increases i n an explosive manner when N, M
or 7 increases. For a bunched system where M=7, T=7 and
N=196, the number of possible panitions is around 1.5~10"'.
To iwestigate this huge number o f possibilities, we need an
unacceptable duration Therefore. we must find methods that
reduce the number of in\crtipted px~itionsand give good
results.

Variance minimi:arion m d t o d

A.

slot of the studied partition and the final partition is formed
by making combinations between partitions of all cells.
Figure 3 presents the partition obtained by applying
method A in a system of 2 cells and 2 time slots. In each cell,
2 high-gain mobile stations and 2 low-gain mobile stations
are active. This partition minimizes the variance of the
variahlexj,, in the each cell.
The number of partitions to investigate in this method is
given by the next equation:

For a bunched system where *7,
T=7 and N=196, the
number of investigated partitions is around 1 6 ~ 1 0 ~Hence,
'.
we obtain a reduction of
in the number of total possible
partitions.
As we have many partitions in each cell that minimize the
variance of the chosen variable, this method may not give
always good results.

B. Normalizedpath loss sorting method
The main idea of the normalized path loss sorting method
(called method B) is to allocate the same time slot to mobile
stations that have similar path losses in each cell and
associate a set of high-gain mobile stations of a cell to sets of
low-gain mobile stations from neighboring cells. A low-gain
mobile station has a low sum of normalized path gain. The
method consists of two independent steps. In this method
also, we try to find partition that gives similar upper bound of
the SIR in all time slots. In this method, this target is not
reached in the first step but in the second step, which is the
same of method A.
First, we sort mobile stations of each cellj using the sum of
the normalized gain z,= ZZ,., of each mobile station i and

In the variance minimimiion mcthod (called method A),
we try to obtain the partition that p \ c s the same upper bound
of the signal to interference m i 0 r: uithin all time slots of the
system. The method include fuo steps: first, we find a
partition for each crll. then ue in\cstigate all combinations of
the partitions found in thc first ricp o w all system cells.
In the first step. we srud? c3ch ccll J inde endently: for the
1en-b)
set S,, we find all pnrihlc pmnlrions
,....S.; ,..., 5,?},
we group s= N/MT consecutive mobile stations of each cell in
where S,Pcontains .\'.\ffmub~lcstations of the cell j and we
a subsetS,P. Hence, we obtain T subsets Sf in each cell.
define the vanable I, as the sum o f normalized path gains of
These subsets will be used in the second step to find the total
mobile stations found i n thc subset 5,' This variable is the partition that maximizes the minimum SIR of all time slots.
Figure 4 presents the same example as the previous section
sumofekments ofthe/*linc ofthc mtri.: i?:
but with mobile stations distributed using method B.
The number of partitions to investigate of this method is
given by the next equation:
np= (T!)""
Let Y be the variance of the variable qr when vayingp:

L

I '
T p=t
In each cell, we choose the partition that minimizes v. Once
found, we try to obtain the partition {So,SI,...,S T }of the set
Where

X is the mean value ofx;,p: X=- C x j , ,

u bj,...,SJ...., }:s

that maximizes the minimum upper

jen

bound of all time slots: y'=

"3!?$' where bj. ...,Sp,..., }:S

are the partitions found in the first step. Values of yi are
found by using the Perron Frobenius theorem in each time

aa2

Figure 3. Example of a partition using method A.
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E. Second simulation
The objective of the second simulation is to compare
results of the two methods in a more generalized system.
Hence, we consider 36 mobile stations distributed uniformly
over 3 cells (12 mobile stations by cell) and 4 time slots. The
shadowing effect is neglected in this simulation too.
The simulation of several samples of mobile stations
distribution has given results shown in table 2.
Results of the second simulation show that 7.given by
method B is always better than / given by method A, and in
26% of cases method B is better than method A (i.e. y’given
by method B is at least 3 dB higher than ;given by method

./-

A).

C. Third Simulation
In the previous simulations, we have seen that method B is
better than method A. Therefore, in this simulation we will
test only method B in a more realistic system. Hence, we
compared the minimum upper bound given by method B with
the minimum upper bound founded in a random distribution
of mobile stations over time slots. The considered system
contains 84 mobile stations uniformly distributed over 3 cells.
The downlink frame is composed of 7 time slots with 4
mobile stations on each one. Several simulations were made.
In each simulation, we have considered several distributions
of mobile stations in cells.
The mean value of y‘ in all simulations is given in Table 3.
In this table, we can see that the mean value of y’given by
method B and the random method are respectively around 5.3
dB and 4 . 3 dB.In addition, the mean value of the difference
between the two y’ is around 5.5 dB.

v.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced a simple method to
calculate the upper bound of SIR in the downlink. This
method considers total power transmitted by base stations of
a system instead of specific power dedicated to each mobile
station. Therefore, the number of variables and the size of
matrix are very small. In addition, whatever the distribution
of mobile stations over cells, we obtain a square matrix and
the power control optimization can be applied. This method
can be used to obtain the upper bound of SIR and to
investigate the efficiencv of DCA and reorganization
a1goritl;ms.
To benefit f ” the slot allocation flexibilitv in a
TD-CDMA system, we developed two methods- in the
purpose of finding a partition of mobile stations that
maximizes the minimum SIR of all time slots. It was found
: that it is better to group mobile stations with close path loss
values on the same slot for each cell and associate the set of
high-gain mobile stations of a cell in the same time slot with
sets of low-gain mobile stations from neighboring cells.
When dynamic switching point scheme is used in a
UTRA-TDD system, mobile station-mobile station and base
station-base station interferences may be produced when the
same time slot is allocated both for uplink and downlink in
different cells. A further step of our work is to study the
performance of the allocation algorithm in these cases.
I

Marimal difference beween the optimal

;

/

and the of a method
Percentage of cases where the difference
between the optimal 7. and thc 7. given
bya methodis more than 3 dB
Percentage of cases where 7’ of a method

Method A

Method B

5,OdB

0.73 dB

10%

0%

2.9%

11.9%

is equal to the optimal 7.
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TABLE 2.
Results of the second simulation

?* gveo
with
If givenby
the method B random allocation

Mean value
V.rianW
Lower bound&
(with 5% probnblily
O f error)

Upper b u n d X,
(with 5% probabilii
or error)

5S8

5.29
0.026

-0.29
0.041

0.028

5.28

-0.31

5.57

5.30

-0.27

5.59
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